
BASIC CONCEPTS 
EVIDENCE MUST BE: 
1. Rational 
1. R v Young jury used a Ouija board to communicate with victim to discover identity of killer Held: Retrial ordered 
2. Relevant 

Evidence is relevant when = it can be regarded as capable of affecting, directly or indirectly, the probability of the occurrence (or non-occurrence) or existence 

 Must carry some weight - relationship between information presented and the facts upon which charge or claim depends 

 Bare relevance Requires only a logical connection, McHugh J in Papakosmos v The Queen Not looking at the strength of the connection (the weight) 

 Relevance to the issues 
o "The facts in issue reflect the material facts…the set of facts to which the law attached the legal consequences that the cla imant asserts. The facts in issue include material facts that provide any 

justification or excuse for, or a defence to, the cause of action" McHugh J in Goldsmith v Sandilands 
o Burden of proving each issue = legal burden 
o Burden of proving sum total of facts in issue = ultimate burden of winning the case 
o Facts in issue proved by evidence or  by means of other facts which are relevant to them (secondary issues) 

 Sufficiency of relevance 
o Not all evidence which is logically relevant is also admissible R v Stephenson 
o R v Buchanan: evidence B driving dangerously 40 mins before collision relevant to his drink driving 
o R v Horvath: No probative connection between earlier driving and later falling asleep at the wheel  
o Smith v R: Police said they had previouslty dealt with S + identified him in CCTV. Held: Shouldn’t have been admitted (i) show’s S’s previous bad character (ii) just opinion (iii) jury could have made same 

assertion on the evidence  
3. Admissible Must be relevant before it will be admissible BUT not admissible just because it is relevant 

 Might not be admissible if: (1) Unreliable: hearsay, opinion (2) Tendency to mislead: prejudice outweighs probity, similar fact E, misuse of previous convictions (3) Public policy: unfair, privilege 

 Admissible for one purpose, but not another Subramaniam: terrorist threat allowed into evidence to prove state of mind of defendant, not to the truth of the statement’s contents 
FUNCTIONS OF A JUDGE AND JURY 

 Jury decides questions of fact - Occasionally called upon to decide matter of law (e.g. if a mistake of fact was reasonable) 

 Judge answers questions of law and directs the jury on these points - Occasionally called upon to make decision of fact (e.g. whether an accused has a case to answer) 

 s614 CC: a criminal accused can apply for judge only trial in the interests of justice 
THE BURDENS OF PROOF 

The task of ensuring that one's evidence satisfied the court to the requisite 'standard' 

 Ultimate: Burden of winning whole case by discharging all Legal Burdens which the case depends on 
Criminal cases: Crown to prove + guilt of accused + BRD (eliminate all reasonable hypotheses of fact consistent with innocence).First established in Woolmington v DPP applied in QLD in R v Mullen 
Civil cases: He who asserts must prove Ex Parte Ferguson; Re Alexander 

 Standard: Sufficient evidence to draw a positive inference - the probability of the fact’s existence are greater than the possibility of its non-existence Nguyen v Cosmopolitan Homes 

 Briginshaw: The amount of evidence which a party is required to adduce in a civil case may have to increase in proportion to the seriousness of the accusation 

 The more serious the allegation, the more cogent is the evidence required to overcome the unlikelihood of what is alleged Re Dellow's Will Trust 

 Legal burden: Burden of satisfying the court on a particular, singular issue 

 Crown holds in criminal cases unless special circumstances such as insanity, or statutory exceptions 

 Evidential burden: Burden of persuading the court to begin considering a particular issue 

 The burden of adducing sufficient evidence to justify the court considering it an issue (every issue) 

 Criminal: P bears burden re all facts that relate to guilt and D bears burden of proving defence 

 Quantum of proof required in respect of E which admissibility of other E depends is on BoP Wendo 

 Basic facts need not be proven BRD but the conclusion they lead to must be Shepard v The Queen 
NO CASE TO ANSWER 

 Magistrate can refuse to convict on the evidence May v O’Sullivan 

 Not guilty may only be directed if all the E taken at its highest will not sustain a guilty verdict R v Doney 

PROOF WITHOUT NEW EVIDENCE 
PRESUMPTIONS 
Presumptions of fact: Invites (not obliged) the court to draw inferences from the proof of certain basic facts 

 Possession of recently stolen property: if P proves this fact it entitles court to infer accused was involved in theft / receiving 
of that property - in absence of rebutting E from D (see: Maslin v Searle) 

 Presumption of continuance: a state of affairs which existed earlier is likely to have remained in existence at the time 
question 
o Buchanan + Horvath: The way a vehicle was driven a few minutes, or kilometres, before an accident, may have 

presumptive bearing on how it was being driven at relevant time 
o Carian v Elton: no rebuttable E to show that driver + passenger had swapped contrary to their plans 
o Presumption can be used in reverse to show that state of affairs from the past may be presumed as the same state of 

affairs today Mason v Tritton: NT proved at 1880 held to extend back to 1788  
Rebuttable presumptions of law: The court must draw a certain conclusion if no rebutting evidence 

 Sanity s26 CC: accused has legal burden of proving their insanity at time of commission of an offence 

 Lack criminal capacity of a person under 14 s29(2) CC: under 14s presumed not to "criminally responsible" for acts unless 
it’s proved that at the time they had capacity to know it was wrong 
o BP v R: Onus on P to prove BRD not only the child did the act but that they also knew it was seriously wrong, as distinct 

from an act of mere naughtiness or mischief 
o P v JA: 11 y/o charged with assault Held: It must be shown that the child knew the act or omission were seriously wrong 

according to the standards of a reasonable man 

 Innocence: Not just BRD required in criminal case, extends to civil cases. It requires anyone accusing another person of 
anything to prove it. 

 Accuracy of scientific equipment: Unless challenged, assume the recording is an accurate one 
o Breathalyser, speed radar etc. Backed up by s80(16F) of Transport Operations Act 

Irrebuttable presumptions of law 

 Cannot be rebutted by contrary evidence, but operate as rigid rules of law 

 Dangerous as they prevent judicial investigation of the matter conclusively presumed, even if disputed 

 Doli incapax, s29(1) CC: a person under 10 y/o is not criminally responsible for any act or omission 

 Previous conviction s80 EA: In defamation cases a previous criminal conviction = t conclusive E that they committed that 
offence  

FORMAL ADMISSIONS 

 Sometimes there is no point in wasting scarce court resources on issues of fact in respect of which there is no such dispute, 
because one of the parties is prepared to concede the truth of such facts 

 Cannot be used for the purposes of any proceeding other than the one in which they are made 

 Must be taken subject to explanations which accompany them 

 Can only be withdrawn with the leave of the court, once it has been placed on the record 
Civil cases 

 Admissions of fact are usually found in the pleadings  - their statement of claim 

 Also found in: interrogatories, requests for particulars, notices to admit facts or “read into the record” 
Criminal cases 

 It may suit defendant's case to admit certain aspects of the crown's case which are not in dispute 

 Examples: Intercourse in rape case when the defence is consent, assault when arguing self-defence 

 s644 CC: allows such admissions to be made in open court before the jury. They will be "read into the record" by counsel for 
the party admitting the fact, or "by consent" in the case of "agreed facts" 

 A plea of guilty operates as a formal admission of all the elements of the offence charged 
ESTOPPEL - A procedural device to bring finality to litigated matters 

 Only applies between same parties litigating same matter in same legal capacities as before 
Two forms 

 Cause of action estoppel - the ultimate issue 
o Does A owe money to B? Did D rape V? 

 Issue estoppel - relates to only one of the factual issues in the previous case between the two parties 
o Ultimate issue is different, only want to re-try one issue 
o Did A borrow money from B? Did D have intercourse with V? 

Criminal cases 
Cause of action estoppel aka double jeopardy s17 CC accused can’t be retried on offence which they might’ve been convicted of 
in previous trial if present charge would be lesser or more serious 

 El Zarw False Alibi, tried to later charge him with perjury, was rejected by the court 

 R v Carroll acquitted of murder later dental evidence proved him guilty, tried to charge him with perjury 

 BUT if court satisfied it’s in interests of justice to order retrial and is fair retrial will be ordered in cases of: 
o Murder trials based on fresh and compelling new evidence ss678B, 678D CC Fresh (2) = was not and could not have 

been adduced in original trial with reasonable diligence Compelling (3) = reliable, substantial and highly probative 
against the acquitted person in context of first trial issues  

o Re-trials for 25 year offences following tainted acquittals s678C Tainted s678E = a witness or accused has been 
convicted of an administration of justice offence and if it wasn’t for that there would have been a conviction 

Issues estoppel  

 Crown or accused may seek to rely on certain facts that were decided in their favour in a previous trial, thus estopping the 
other party from arguing to the contrary 

 R v Storey: A acquitted of abduction but not rape, the abduction was not allowed to be mentioned in the retrial of the rape. HC 
said E from pre-rape could have been used but not to indicate guilt of abduction 

 Rogers: Issue estoppel can only arise in respect of an ultimate issue, not in respect of evidentiary issues even when they are 
the building blocks in the proof of an ultimate issue (McHugh J) 

Civil cases 
Cause of action estoppel  

 Jackson v Goldsmith: Where an action has been brought and judgement has been entered in that action, no other proceedings 
can thereafter be maintained on the same cause of action (Fullager J) 

 Conquer v Boot: Sued for defective work then tried to sue again for newly discovered damage Held: no 

 Port of Melbourne Authority v Anshun: Parties were co-defendants in past trial. P then brought claim that A were solely liable. 
HC held: P estopped from bringing action because could have pleaded this in first trial.  It was too closely connected with the 
other case 

 O’Farrell v Palicave: Sued for payment of debt then sued again for next instalment of debt Held: Not estopped because 
couldn’t have known about the non-payment of the next instalment in the first trial 

Issue estoppel 

 Jackson v Goldsmith: Motorists duty of care to each other as compared to a passenger 
SUBSEQUENT PROCEEDINGS 
Civil cases 

 If D found guilty in criminal case, may P rely on that finding in subsequent civil action for damages? 

 Estoppel does not apply, because the parties are not the same  

 Statute 
o s79 in all subsequent cases past crim conviction sets up a rebuttable presumption of D's guilt 
o s80 in defamation actions, the presumption is conclusive (irrebuttable) Goody v Odham’s Press 
o s81 allows the fact of conviction to be proved by a variety of means, but a certificate of conviction from the court is 

normally unarguable 

 Previous acquittals count for nothing Helton v Allen 
Criminal cases involving a different accused 

 Parties are not the same, so no estoppel applies, previous finding of guilt simply opinion of a different jury 

 Evidence of conviction of a co-accused isn’t significant in subsequent trial of accused R v Kirkby  
TYPES AND CLASSIFICATIONS OF EVIDENCE  

1. Oral, Documentary, Real 2. Direct and Circumstantial 3. Primary and Secondary  
TYPE 1 
Oral evidence: the verbal testimony of a witness in court 

 Limited to obsv of fact, but may relate to: a thing witness perceived w/ their own senses, the significance of another item of 
evidence, a link in a chain of evidence 

 Can be given by affidavit: Sworn under Oaths Act, normal in Family Court/Committal Hearings, time saving for court 
convenience, other party may insist on witness attendance in court for contentious issues 

 V important! Oral E can normally never be avoided in a case, will always need oral E to explain real E 
Documentary evidence 
Document s3 = Includes not only conventional docs w/ writing but also maps, graphs, drawings, labels, audio and video tapes, 
computer records and indeed "any other record of information whatsoever" 
Three primary purposes for the admission of a document into evidence: 

 As real evidence 
o Doc not important for writing it contains but b/c of what its very existence suggests 
o Butera v DPP: Video recorded confession Held: The evidence being received in such an event is not the recording itself 

but the confession which is being recorded 
o Ireland: Photo of mark on I's hand to show jury he was in fight, not they were from that fight, any fight 
o R v Ames: Photos of wounds on corpse shown to jury to indicate blood splatter that was indicative of murder rather than 

suicide, it incites fury in the jury 

 As evidence of a legal transaction 
o Examples: wills, receipts for payment of money, title certificates for houses and land 

 As documentary hearsay – look at this section for more info 
o Doc cannot speak for itself, but is being offered as evidence of the truth of what it purports to record 
o If doc not to prove truth of contents, but just to prove it was made = original, admissible Subramaniam 
o CL rule: original doc must be produced, not merely a copy, or explanation for absence of the original (appears only to 

apply to docs of traditional paper variety) 
Real evidence: things which speak for themselves 

Information experienced directly by trier of fact and not reported through the testimony of a witness 

 Examples: stolen property found in D's possession, murder weapon at D's house, DNA on clothing 

 Abstract exs: demeanour of witness giving evidence, apparent similarity in appearance of accused to a person seen 
committing robbery on video 

 Will still require oral evidence to explain its significance in the case (e.g. expert opinion testimony) 

 Photographs and demonstrations of crime scene  
o If photo not available, or doesn’t do justice to scene, court will go on a "view" of the relevant location 
o View: Showing jury location, not in place of other E, just to supplement it Demonstration: Showing jury scene with 

mechanisms going on Reconstruction: Showing jury scene with theory of case 
o Evans v R: Robbery caught on CCTV, by man wearing overalls and a beanie, police found similar clothes in E's house. P 

made E to dress in clothes and speak certain words so jury could compare him to person in CCTV Held: appeal upheld 
and a retrial ordered 

o R v Chalmers: Example of an attempt to recreate a past event by means of a controlled experiment 
o R v Mahmoud Hawi: A good, topical and recent example of the factors involved in assessing whether or not a jury should 

be allowed a view of a crime scene 

 Objects taken into jury room: once it becomes exhibit it may be examined by jury, and in theory be taken into jury room they 
retire. In practice, most judges regard themselves as having discretion to refuse  
o R v Tichowitsch: confirmed principle impliedly as appropriate position in Queensland 
o R v Rae: QCA approved of jury in murder trial allowed to retire w/ gruesome pics of deceased b/c injuries depicted had 

"probative value" on Q of if accused bore "high level of animosity" toward victim 
o Re v Le: issue was whether trial judge should have allowed jury to retire w/ transcript + tape of accused's police interview. 

Previously had transcripts to follow tape easily, but J ordered to hand back after + warned transcripts weren’t evidence 
themselves and must be guided by what they could hear themselves. Jury then asked J if they could have transcripts to 
know where to look in tape for the right part Held: transcript not used as secondary E but merely to locate other E so it 
was okay. 

o R v Murray: (recent) relative merits of recorded interviews compared w/ transcripts thereof were considered by a trial 
judge, following which both were considered by the jury 

TYPE 2 
Direct evidence: Evidence which leads directly to the proof of a fact or facts in issue 
E.g. D charged with assault on V, E of W to the effect he saw D hit V is direct E of the fact of the assault 
Circumstantial: Evidence which is indirect evidence of a fact in issue 

 Facts are capable of more than one interpretation: court isn’t obliged to draw inference adverse to a party  

 In criminal cases may combine to prove guilt by excluding "any reasonable hypothesis consistent with innocence" 
Chamberlain v R 

 Plomp v R: Charged w/ murder of wife, claimed they were both sucked into rip. Circumstantial E: wife was good swimmer, surf 
conditions were normal, he was in relationship w/ other women who he proposed to when wife died, he gave police different 
versions of incident, lied about other woman Held: jury entitled to take these circumstantial facts into account when assessing 
circumstances of wife's death 

 Wilson v R: Wife died from shot in head. W said gun discharged accidentally when it was in a trailer being pulled by the car 
CE: they had been heard arguing, he said he wanted to kill her and didn’t deny  

 Wigmorean analysis 
o When assessing relevance of CE to a fact in issue in a case, the court will often be examining events which occurred both 

before and after event into which court is enquiring 
o Prospectant: Events occurring before MSI (moment of significant importance) or event which shed light on what happened 

later 
o Concomitant: Main events which constitute the MSI itself 
o Retrospectant: Events which occur after the MSI, but which shed light on what happened previously 

TYPE 3 
Primary and secondary evidence 

 Primary: the best form of evidence which one can adduce in proof of a particular fact in issue 

 Secondary: something less than primary 

 The best evidence rule (only applies to doc evidence + riddled with exceptions) 
o The original of a doc must always be tendered, in the absence of a good explanation or the court will refuse to allow any 

copy of it into evidence 

 Butera v R: judge would not allow a transcript of recording, he said the best evidence was them listening to it. But went on to 
say that a copy of the tape could be made once its authenticity could be proved. 

COMPETENCE AND COMPELLABILITY 
Purpose: Guards against reception of evidence from those who should not be able to give it because of their inherent 

reliability (e.g. young people and the intellectually disenfranchised) 
DEFINITIONS 

 Competence: competent to testify if they are allowed to do so by law (e.g. may testify if they wish) 

 Compellability: compellable as a witness if they may be obliged to give evidence by law  
GENERAL RULE start with this in answer 

Everyone is both a competent and compellable witness Hoskyn v Metropolitan Police 

 Codified in s9: everyone is not only competent to testify, but is also required to do so on oath (there is a solemn affirmation for 
non-religious people) 

COMPETENCY RULES 

 All issues relating to competence of witness to testify are debated in pre-trial motions s590AA or voir dire 
UNSWORN - right to challenge competency to give evidence s9A 

 (1) Allows party in case, or trial judge, to challenge competency of a witness to give evidence 

 (2) Person is competent to give evidence if, in court’s opinion, person is able to give an intelligible account of events which 
he/she observed or experienced 

 Children (-16): no official age when they become competent, more important is if they can testify on oath 
o Test: whether they understand solemnity of occasion, and importance of telling truth and give every indication that they 

can give reliable evidence 
o Cases: R v Williams: illiterate 10 y/o boy allowed to give unsworn E b/c he knew trouble if he didn’t tell truth, R v Williams: 

8 y/o boy not allowed to give E b/c didn’t know his address or name of teacher, R v Drover + R v Mackie: E of young girls 
not allowed b/c it appeared rehearsed/coached 

 Intellectually impaired: a mental or psychological affliction does not render incompetent to testify in areas of fact not 
influenced by that affliction R v M –allowed to testify when he had ‘spirits talking to him’ 

SWORN - right to challenge competency to give evidence s9B  

 (1) Right to challenge competency of a witness who is being called to give evidence on oath 

 (2) Person may testify if in court’s opinion, person understands: (a) giving E is a serious matter and; (b) they have obligation to 
tell truth that is over and above ordinary duty to tell truth 
o R v Chalmers: conviction overturned b/c (2) not complied with for 6 y/o boy’s testimony 

 (3) If competent to give E, but not on oath, can still testify unsworn if judge explains duty of speaking truth 
o R v BBR: conviction of molesting niece overturned b/c trial judge decided girl was too young to give E under oath but 

didn’t explain to her the duty of speaking the truth under (3) 
s9C Expert evidence can be taken on witness’s level of intelligence 

 (1) if court deciding (a) competency give intelligible E (9A) (b) capable of understanding (9B) or (c) - 12 

 (2) E admissible regarding person’s powers of perception, memory and expression or their understanding of what is required 
of them when giving evidence on oath, 

s9D(2) Unsworn evidence does not decrease weight  

 (a) Doesn’t decrease probative value (b) person can be convicted on that E (c) can be convicted perjury  

 Supported by s632 CC which prohibits suggestion to jury that particular type of Witness is less reliable  

 R v M Judge should still warn jury about desirability to seek corroboration before relying solely on E of a child, provided they 
do not imply E of a child is less reliable than an adult  

COMPELLABILITY EXCEPTIONS  
Civil cases 

 s7 General rule that parties to a civil action, and their spouses are competent and compellable to testify  

The rule in Jones v Dunkel - tactical burden on party to tell their version or risk losing credibility 

 Failure of a party to give evidence on their own behalf in civil cases may give rise to an adverse inference 

 Facts: driver killed in collision, other driver declined to give E, and no other E to show how collision occurred, juror asked if 
they could regard his failure to testify as a weakness in his case. Held: Yes! 

 Rule extends to: failure to call material witness when it was expected that they would (West v GIO) and a failure to produce a 
material document or piece of real evidence (Jones v MS Society) 

  Direction required when: open to jury to conclude that W was available + D was expected to call them   
Criminal cases 
START HERE s8(1) accused may give E for defence but is not compellable to (regardless of if a co-accused) 
Against a co-accused 

 ‘Defence' in s8(1) = accused competent to testify also on behalf of a co-accused, but not compellable to 

 But cannot be called by crown against co-accused while they are still on trial together R v Payne once D ceases to be a 
'person charged', D is both competent and compellable for crown R v Boal 

 These rules apply in Qld even if the co-accused are spouses (co-accused rule takes precedence) 
Spouse of an accused 

 Spouse = someone lawfully married to the accused at the date of the trial who is not also a co-accused 

 s8(2) spouse competent and compellable as witness for crown and defence, accused has no power to object (3) to testify to 
communications during the marriage 

Accused as a witness for themselves 

 If they choose to testify, the expose themselves to cross-examination 

 Self-incrimination s15(1) and (2) 

 (1) Accused may not claim privilege against self-incrimination in respect of the offence which they are charged in the current 
trial (2) only prevents Qs about other offences, convictions, or bad character 

 s618 They must be informed of their choice to lead evidence, either personally or through witnesses 



FAILURE OF ACCUSED TO TESTIFY – Weissensteiner + Azzopardi 
Answer structure 

 Define what a Weissensteiner direction is and explain the principle 
o Person electing not to give E on own behalf when screaming out an explanation does not infer guilt 

 Was the use of, or lack of the use of such a direction appropriate in all the circumstances? 
o Should they have used a W direction at all? Was it valid? 
o What cases exclude the use of it at all, do these cases fit? 

 If it was given, was the wording of such direction appropriate. 
o How did the judge say it? Did they use key words like guilt? 

 Failure to call witness applications 
Weissensteiner v The Queen – when there something unexplained that’s in accused’s knowledge 

 Facts: People on boat missing, W in possession of boat + on board w/ people when last seen alive. W gave no E why he was 
in sole possession or what happened to people + called no witnesses + gave conflicting statements to police re whereabouts 
of couple. Trial Decision: Judge told jury that W’s failure to testify didn’t entitle them to infer he was guilty, but they could more 
safely convict, on facts proved by crown which gave rise to certain inference, when accused lead no E to rebut that inference, 
even though there must have been some relevant facts within his knowledge on which he had elected not to testify QCA: 
upheld conviction and dismissed W's appeal 

Azzopardi - ANY time an accused doesn't take the stand 

 Statement of law (Azzopardi warning) from HC which ruled that if accused doesn’t give E, it is almost always desirable for 
judge to warn jury that accused's silence in court is: 
o Not E against accused, does not constitute an admission by accused, may not be used to fill in gaps in E tendered by 

prosecution, may not be used in assessing if prosecution has proved case BRD 
CASES 

 R v Peel: Judge told P no adverse inference if he didn’t testify. Bomb made from diet coke bottle w/ only P’s fingerprints. P 
declined interview and chose not to give E at trial. Judge gave WD b/c only P could explain how fingerprints got on bottle. Two 
key findings: 1) P misled by judge in choosing not to testify 2) WD not appropriate b/c bottle v common, found in many 
houses, + often reused, so couldn’t conclude that P must have known how fingerprints got on bottle, esp b/c P approached 11 
months after incident. 

 R v Ryan: Held QCA: judge not entitled to give WD when they know (even jury doesn’t) that accused has previously given 
version of events (in this case, to a police officer) Confirmed recently in CMH v Bower  

 Mule v R: Contrast ^ HC held proper for judge to instruct jury that "A’s out of court assertions, although in E by tape, not sworn 
testimony, and unlike admissions were not against the appellant's interests and that the jury could give them less weight than 
admissions" SO accused that relies on what they told police may still suffer loss of weight  

 R v Cooper: no Ws other than G. When police arrived G seemingly struck in face + accused C in front of officers, C did not 
respond. At trial, G was hostile witness + avoided giving E against C, even denying on oath that she accused C. Judge said “it 
may, in some cases, enable inference of guilt otherwise apparent from the prosecution case to be more safely drawn” Held: 
Mistrial for the use of the word guilt.  

 R v Bevin: AW not given where police E strongly implicated B + B declined to give E Held: overturned 

 GAJ v R: failure of judge to AW held to be MOJ, when accused did not give E at all, and jury were told that they had a choice 
between the complainant's evidence and nothing" 

Failure of a witness to testify 

 RPS v The Queen: crown has primary duty to ensure all material Ws available to discharge burden, accused ordinarily bears 
no burden + there’s no general expectation that accused will call or give E 

 Dyers v The Queen: accused tendered diary which indicated he had been with other people at the time, none were called as 
Ws. Judge directed that jury were entitled to assume from failure to call that the W "would not have assisted" the accused's 
defence Held:  inappropriate for criminal accused + comment to jury was a misdirection, b/c it is duty of crown (not accused) to 
ensure all material Ws in trial are called 

 R v T: Crown did not call W potentially helpful for D. Should judge have made adverse direction against crown? Held: judge 
saying “it is inappropriate to speculate on what Ws may or may not have told you had they been called to give E” was 
sufficient, appeal rejected 

 The crown doesn’t have to call all its witnesses:   
o Apostilides: Crown has sole responsibility calling Ws, Judge may ask why or invite to reconsider, but cannot direct a W be 

called. Judge may comment if appropriate about effect that crown’s failure to call a W would have. Judge should only call 
W themselves in exceptional circumstances. Crown not calling a W will only justify acquittal where its given rise to a MOJ.  

o Santo v R: crown rightly declined to call former co-accused as W b/c E would have been unreliable 
o Best v R: Crown didn’t call witness and D used it as grounds for appeal, rejected b/c D tactically called for a Jones v 

Dunkel direction stating that the W would not have assisted the crown’s case 
PRIVILEGE 

 Compellable W may be relieved of obligation to answer Q b/c law recognises they have privilege to do so 

 Principle: best interests of justice + fairness, balance between private interest (privacy) and public need (desire for truth) 
PRIVILEGE AGAINST SELF-INCRIMINATION (all jurisdictions – civil, criminal, disciplinary) 
s10(1) No person can in any case be obliged to give E would expose them to a criminal charge (2) if an accused chooses to testify 
at own trial, governed by s15 

 Valantine v TFEC: privilege covered proceedings in admin tribunal in which teacher appealing demotion by senior official. 
Privilege said to apply b/c commission had power to increase V’s penalty.  

 Doesn’t extend to civil damages, just civil penalties (penalty = fine imposed upon proof of an offence) 
To what evidence does this privilege extend? 

 Extends to production of docs b/c this is the case at common law and in order to be consistent with s15 

 SO may be claimed against having to swear an affidavit or statutory declaration as far as it relates  

 Does NOT extend to real evidence E.g. fingerprints, DNA samples etc. 
o Charara taking hair sample from suspect authorised by statute, not covered by privilege as its real E 
o EPA v Caltex Brennan J: privilege designed to protect human dignity not to provide shield against conviction but to 

provide a shield against testimony wrung out of the mouth of the offender  
When can a witness claim this privilege? 

 Can claim privilege against answering each Q as it rises, and for court to assess whether claim is justified 

 Test: is the real and appreciable danger test as laid down in R v Boyes 

 No adverse inference may be drawn against person claiming it + jury should be advised of that fact 

 Cannot be used tactically (a claim of privilege by W, not in own interest but that of the person on trial) 
o Brebner v Perry S called to testify against P, S already confessed to police but tried to exercise privilege. Unsuccessful as 

he was seeking to protect P not himself 
o R v King K charged w/ trafficking, M called. When asked about trafficking, M exercised privilege. K had set up a defence 

that it was her. Court said no inference could be drawn 

 Cannot be used when W has immunity from prosecution 
o Problem: Answers forced out in this way may lead to discovery of other E which is not caught by the strict terms of the 

use-immunity, which normally only covers oral testimony 
o Borland: Police involved in death refused to testify b/c his E might expose him to disciplinary action even tho immune in 

criminal trial b/c immunity cert would not prevent civil penalty Held: Req’mnt for E at inquest overrode his concerns in 
interests of justice 

LEGAL PROFESSIONAL PRIVILEGE (to promote frankness + freedom of comms between lawyer + client) 
What evidence is protected? 

 Prevents compulsory disclosure of E which either: 1) Was disclosed during solicitor/client interviews as part of normal S/C 
relationship in giving/receiving legal advice (any comms) 2) Preparing items for use in actual or contemplated litigation (civil or 
criminal), also covers comms between S/C and third parties 

 Covers oral and written E but not: Real E, matters observed by lawyer (NCA v S), doc which are normally intended to be 
placed on public record anyway (e.g. title deeds or wills) 

 Used to be no privilege unless giving of legal advice was sole purpose of doc Grant v Downs 
o NOW Esso v Commissioner of Tax: Overturned Grant and held the test at CL is whether the legal advice was dominant 

purpose for which the document was created 
o NSW v Jackson forms created by staff at school Held: forms were completed for dominant purpose of recording E which 

might be required in later legal proceedings, as it was written on bottom of form 

 Extends to communications with third parties who are assisting in preparation for litigation 
o But in practice, in civil cases, privilege has been heavily abrogated by Civ pro rules 
o For criminal cases, arguments re disclosure are likely to be brought up by one of the parties 

 Once established, prevents any form of compulsory disclosure or surrender, even under  police warrant 
o Baker v Campbell: not even federal search warrant could force handing over, by solicitor, of a privileged doc, b/c the 

privilege was effective "whenever compulsory disclosure is involved or not" 
What relationship is protected? 

 Parties must be in relationship of S/C, and comms in question must be one which is fairly referable to that relationship and 
must occur in the ordinary scope of professional employment 

 R v Williams: No privilege between Legal Aid and man she spoke to on phone, she was told man 'might need legal advice' but 
much of convo was him asking her out, he did say he would be better if wife dead 

 Brookfield Multiplex: lawyers advertised services and offered advice to plaintiffs Held: unsolicited advice on website not 
covered by privilege, but privilege did kick in once they contacted firm for further advice 

In house lawyers 

 Waterford v Cth: extends to in house government lawyers providing other elements of test satisfied "must be professional 
relationship which secures to the advice an individual notwithstanding employment 

 Telstra v Minister for Comms Lawyer in commercial corporations - concern was the lack of independence 

 Shafron v ASIC S's duties as secretary and general counsel indivisible he could not claim privilege w/ regard to advice he 
gave Ds regarding adequacy of compensation fund in his capacity as secretary 

 Rich v Harrington firm claimed privilege re: advice to exclude woman from meetings on basis it was given by their internal 
Counsel, who was also a partner so it was concluded that legal advice given by GC was not objectively independent so as to 
support the claim of client legal privilege 

Exceptions 

 Where it would further a fraudulent or unlawful purpose R v Cox and Railton: did not cover doc drawn up by solicitor 
which was intended to be used by client for fraud, b/c promotion of fraud is not normal S/C relationship 

 Where it would frustrate a process of law R v Bell: solicitor obliged to reveal confidential info re: location of child subject of 
family court custody order b/c privilege couldn’t used to frustrate the law 

 Where an attempt to exceed statutory powers A-G v Kearney: privilege was denied for doc in which gov had sought legal 
advice on exceeding its statutory powers so as to defeat an aboriginal land claim 

 Where the info protected is false R v King: Privilege denied to false info given by client to lawyer in an attempt to persuade 
the DPP to drop a criminal charge 

How legal professional privilege can be lost 
Waiver Can only be waived by client, once waived can never be reclaimed, if 1 + clients holds privilege, must all waive jointly 

 Implied waiver 
o Spalding v Radio Canberra: When a W refreshes memory from doc which was previously privileged, the whole doc 

becomes subject of implied waiver, and not just parts of it used to refresh memory 
o Goldberg v Ng G handed over a brief prepared for lawyer, but insisted he didn’t intend to waive Held: impliedly waived 

and he therefore obliged to produce it said to be required by the rules of fairness 
o Johnstone v Hockey Held implied waiver in docs passing between successful party to civil action and its solicitors, 

regarding that action, when legal costs of action were sought by the successful plaintiff 
o If part of doc is reproduced in an open letter (not w/out prej), b/c privilege can’t be split between a doc Burnell v British 

Transport 

 A copy of a doc is separate from original, so if privilege is lost on copy it will remain on original 
o AFP v Propend: AFP officers couldn’t seize privileged copies held at solicitor's office even tho originals weren’t privileged 

 Privileged not waived when a document is sent to an expert for the purpose of preparing a report 
o Watkins v Qld report by expert based on facts given to him in letter of instruction from his solicitor. Judge ordered 

disclosure of letter of instruction on grounds that it had thereby been impliedly waived 
o Rich v Harrington Express waiver on letter received from lawyer b/c they made statement to plaintiff as to what was 

advised in the letter 
o R v Baxter ordered solicitors to hand over psych report re: client's mental state compiled by Dr which had been relied on 

in a report by another psychiatrist, who testified about mental health of accused 
Inadvertent disclosure 

 The rule that once material covered by privilege is disclosed to the other side, the privilege fails 

 R v Tompkins T passed note to counsel during trial admitting perjury, note fell on floor and was picked up and used by crown 
Held: T lost privilege b/c dropping not consistent with wanting to keep it secret 

 BUT b/c of trickery created by these decisions, better to approach w/ rule that only allows waiver when: 
o The party waiving the privilege appears to have done so knowingly and voluntarily, or; 
o Fairness to other party requires it to be disclosed b/c party claiming priv would get unfair advantage 

 SO.. Test = whether behaviour of claimant is inconsistent with maintenance of privilege R v Dunwoody 
WITHOUT PREJUDICE PRIVILEGE 

 In attempts to settle civil actions out of court, any admissions made cannot later be used in evidence 

 Scope: privilege only covers admissions (oral, written or implied) not real E which is revealed  

 Parties:  not just comms by lawyers, may be relied on by parties for comms they have with each other 
o Covers admissions made in reports produced by 3rd parties (e.g. experts) in attempts to settle 
o Covers attempts to negotiate even before litigation has begun, provided that it was likely to occur 

 Don’t have to use the words “W/out P” Provided surrounding circumstances and parties' demeanour indicate they are 
engaged in a genuine attempt to resolve issues between them 

 Using “W/out P” doesn’t automatically protect if the context is not one of attempted negotiation 

 Field v Commissioner during negs D asked P to get a full account of injuries. During that, P gave full account of how he got 
injuries, inconsistent w/ claim. Claimed w/out prejudice Held: Not protected b/c only covers statements reasonably connected 
directly w/ settlement process + outside scope anyway  

Waiver 
Must be waived, expressly or by implication, by every party to negs before waiver will be effective 

 If not waived, privilege operative forever, for original parties and 'interested TPs” e.g. other defendants  
When without prejudice privilege can be defied 

 To enforce the agreement reached: to show what the terms of the agreement were 

 On the issue of costs: where a party, in their ‘w/out p' letter, reserved right to use the letter for costs  

 W/out P comms without consent of original party: DTC v Matthew: to prevent court being misled by E 
PUBLIC INTEREST IMMUNITY 

Decision by court, in public interest, that E can’t be disclosed for one of various matters of national security 

 Cabinet discussions, international relations, criminal investigations, efficiency of government, anonymity of informants, defence 

 AGNSW v Nationwide: NSWCA refused to allow publication E of sting operation by undercover police, to protect both identity 
of officers and details of how sting worked 

 Duncan v Cammell Laird HoL refused disclosure of design plans of British submarine at request of men who died on board it, 
given the fact that these submarines were being deployed against enemy shipping 

 D v Cruelty to Children HoL refused disclosure of identity of person who falsely accused parent of neglect 
Class documents Belong to a class which it would be against to public interest to disclose e.g. government 

 Commonwealth v Northern Land Council HC refused disclosure of cabinet papers re mining Ks b/c they constituted state 
papers of highest category, which normally attract immunity regardless of content 

 Spencer v Cth if responsible rep of gov says docs are confidential court won't even need to look at them 

Contents documents the contents of a document would be contrary to public interest to disclose 

 Drip feed style change seen in UK 
o Marks v Dreyfus Immunity from identification was granted to police informer 
o Rogers v Home Security People who gave info about illegal gambling halls were given immunity 
o Cruelty to Children ID of person who made complaints protected b/c could discourage other people  

 The court may require to see the documents before they make a decision 
o Alister v Queen: Men charged w/ murder sought to obtain ASIO docs relating to work of undercover operative. HC insisted 

on viewing docs before disclosing and ruled against disclosing b/c docs would not have materially assisted the defence 
o AG v Lipton principle applied in respect of evidence of a police informant during sentence hearing 

Grounds for denial of immunity 

 Criminal defence: show that the document is required for someone's criminal defence 

 Now old, or no longer sensitive: the info contained in docs is no longer vital to public security 

 Already public knowledge: a substantial part of info sought has already been published in another form 

 R v Haydon Informants names were disclosed b/c it was in the public interest in this case 

 R v Benbrika Test used = whether it was 'on the cards' that doc sought by defenc would assist their case 

 Jovanovski v R Sought access to notes taken by counsellor victim consulted. Judge read notes and said they should be 
produced b/c it was on the cards that docs would materially assist accused in his defence 

 Harms: Wanted to know who resisted his parole. Rejected b/c they didn’t want to discourage people  
NO PRIVILEGE Clergymen, doctors, personal counsellors, social workers, journalists 

ORAL EVIDENCE 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 

 Not restricted to issues which arose during initial examination, or restricted from asking leading Qs 

 Limits on XE: a matter for judge, under CL and s21, prevents asking of improper Qs (e.g. inappropriate language, misleading, 
confusing, annoying, harassing, intimidating, offensive, oppressive, or repetitive) 

 Prosecution can't add more evidence after they have finished their evidence in chief 
o Soma: S convicted of rape following trial in which crown decided not to include statement S made to POs b/c thought D 

would object. S then made statements inconsistent w/ statement. He denied making statements so tape was played to 
jury Held: crown weren't entitled to bring tape in, thrown out. Court also dismissed appeal and quashed conviction 

o Shaw: crown may be allowed right of reply to E led by D which could not reasonably have been anticipated by crown 
RE-EXAMINATION 

 Deal with any issues arising from cross-examination but in reality a damage limitation exercise by calling W in the first place 

 Counsel calling W must thus not normally deal w/ anything other than what arose during XE + same rules as 'in chief' 

 R v Maiden: PO badgered in XE by D regarding allegation M had given PO earlier account of death of deceased in which he 
claimed accident. On re-ex, crown allowed to obtain from PO evidence that he had not been asked such a Q by D at committal 
hearing, the inference being that M's trial defence of accident was a recent invention 

 R v Singleton: D counsel got crown W to admit he had changed his story but he was able to explain in re-ex that he had done 
so because he was frightened of the accused, whom he regarded as a violent man with a history of violence 

LEADING QUESTIONS (common law) 

 E given by W should be from own memory, and not from with a script fed to them by counsel 

 A Q is not leading just because it is aimed bluntly at very heart of case 
o R v Shaw: allowed during rape trial for crown to ask “Did you agree to have intercourse w/ accused?” 

 Judge will not normally interrupt leading questions, it is for opposing counsel to object if they wish 
Types of leading questions 

 Suggesting a desired answer 
o "He hit you, didn’t he?", "Did the accused threaten to kill your friend" 
o Use linked questions instead 

 Takes for granted a fact not yet mentioned in evidence by this witness 
o "What did you do when he hit you" - when the hitting isn't established "Did the accused drive through your yard waving a 

machete at 1am" 
REFRESHING MEMORY 

 W must not refresh memory from any source while in witness box, Best E rule: shouldn't be prompted 
Following conditions must be satisfied: 
1. W must have a need to refresh their memory. This may be no more than passage of time. Can only do it after you have 

completely exhausted your memory.   
2. The doc must be one which the W compiled themselves, or verified for its accuracy at a time when facts recorded were 

fresh in their memory – must have been made "reasonable contemporaneously" with the events described in it R v 
Richardson 

3. W should be able to confirm doc is an accurate record of facts it contains. It should also be either the original document, 
or a verified copy of the original 

Once they are allowed to refresh memory from doc: 

 Any legal professional privilege in the doc used to refresh memory is lost Spalding v Radio Canberra 

 Opposing counsel may XE them on those parts of the doc used to refresh memory 
o BUT if opposing counsel doesn’t refer to other parts of doc, none of it becomes E in case  
o If they do refer to other parts, then the whole doc becomes evidence Walker v Walker for the truth of its contents R v 

McGregor 
o Confirmed in statute for Queensland in s103  

PREVIOUS CONSISTENT AND INCONSISTENT STATEMENTS "I told person at the time that I didn't do it" 

 Ban on W being asked Qs about a prior consistent statement made, and E being led from other Ws who heard them make it 
Exception: Fresh complains in sexual cases 

 E of complaint being made is not E that offence occurred, but it is admissible to credibility  

 More than one complaint may qualify as fresh and normally proved by witness to whom it was made 

 Factors for delay: courts recognise shock, disbelief, shame etc. constitute powerful and valid reasons  

 R v Cotic: Juries now advised not to preconceive how abused children ought to behave in response to sexual assault 

 Staute: Preliminary Complaint s4A Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Act  
o Any statement made prior to a formal W statement to a police officer (s4A(6))(not for truth of statement) 
o No time limit and no adverse comments by judge re reliability due to time frame 
o R v RH: Direction should’ve been given that preliminary complaints didn’t = proof of what happened 

 Longman direction (use this if there is a LONG delay) 
o Used when there has been long delay between alleged offence and first complaint by alleged victim 
o Judge to point out: 1) The effect which such a delay might have on 'weight' attached to complaint; and difficulties which 

such a delay can create for defence 
Exception: Allegations of recent invention 


